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Focused ion beam technology with light gas ions has recently gained attention with the

commercial helium and neon ion beam systems. These ions are atomic, and thus, the beam/

sample interaction is well understood. In the case of the nitrogen ion beam, several questions

remain due to the molecular nature of the source gas, and in particular, if and when the molecular

bond is split. Here, the authors report a cross-sectional scanning transmission electron micros-

copy (STEM) study of irradiated single crystalline silicon by various doses and energies of nitro-

gen ionized in a gas field ion source. The shape and dimensions of the subsurface damage is

compared to Monte Carlo simulations and show very good agreement with atomic nitrogen with

half the initial energy. Thus, it is shown that the nitrogen molecule is ionized as such and splits

upon impact and proceeds as two independent atoms with half of the total beam energy. This

observation is substantiated by molecular dynamics calculations. High resolution STEM images

show that the interface between amorphous and crystalline silicon is well defined to few tens of

nanometers. VC 2017 American Vacuum Society. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1116/1.4977566]

I. INTRODUCTION

In the field of nanoelectronics and nano-electromechanical

systems, resist based fabrication is established for mass fabri-

cation. However, this process is relatively inflexible and often

requires the preparation of a lithographic mask, which is both

time consuming and requires a significant investment. Thus,

prototyping techniques are commonly used to speed up the

development and debugging of devices,1 as well as repairing

lithographic masks.2 One such prototyping technique is the

focused ion beam (FIB), where a beam of ions is generated,

accelerated, and focused onto a sample in a very similar fash-

ion to the scanning electron microscope. The beam is then

used for milling or deposition of insulating or conducting

layers. Until recently, Gaþ FIB has been the dominant ion

species. Stable ion sources offering a wide range of beam cur-

rents are well established. Beam spot sizes down to 3 nm are

achieved; however, due to knock-on damage, the minimum

achievable dimensions are typically larger.

The recent commercial integration of the gas field ion

source (GFIS) into an ion microscope, offering helium3,4 and

neon beam,5 has sparked a renaissance of the FIB technique

as device dimensions are further scaled toward the sub-10-

nm range.6 Aside from achieving higher resolution, some

of the ions have added functionality. Hydrogen, for

example, can integrate into the crystal structure of the target

sample without causing disruptions,4 which are currently

limiting the application of Heþ GFIS-FIB.7 Nitrogen, on the

other hand, is used to create nitrogen-vacancy centers in

diamond,8 which function as quantum dots for future quan-

tum computing.9 Nitrogen has furthermore naturally a very

high isotope purity, which has shown to be a problem for

some other gas species such as neon; thus, a pure beam is

expected.

Helium and neon both form atomic ions; therefore, its

properties and interaction with matter can be understood from

earlier experiments, and modeling using the SRIM/TRIM

Monte Carlo (MC) simulation package10 is well established.

For experimental investigation of ion-induced damage, the

observation of irradiated crystalline silicon by transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) has shown to be most useful11–13

due to the well-defined transition of silicon from crystalline to

amorphous above a certain disorder threshold.14 In the case of

hydrogen, a recent report shows that, depending on the extrac-

tion field strength and tip shape, the species of the generated

ions can be Hþ, Hþ2 , or Hþ3 .15 The existence of the different

ion species is directly evident from ghost images in secondary
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electron scans taken even without an imposed magnetic field.

Nevertheless, a deeper understanding is required. Further

investigation to understand all the implications of this prop-

erty are expected in the future.

This ambiguity also applies to ionized nitrogen, which is

the topic of this report. Nitrogen is very reactive in its atomic

form (M� 14 a.u.) and naturally occurs only in the form of

N2. The source gas in the nitrogen GFIS is therefore molecu-

lar nitrogen. The N–N bond is one of the strongest atomic

bonds known in nature (binding energy: 9.79 eV, bond

length: 0.11 nm). However, this is much smaller than the

energies encountered in GFIS. Thus, it is not straight for-

ward to predict what kind of ion will it form, and how will it

interact with the sample. In fact, previously recorded mass

spectra of electron ionized N2 gas have exhibited both Nþ

and Nþ2 ions,16 with ionization energies of 24.21 6 0.25 and

15.54 6 0.25 eV, respectively.17 We therefore discuss two

possible ionization and sample interaction mechanisms in

this work as sketched in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The atomic con-

figuration is shown after ionization and after impact with a

crystalline silicon sample for 25 kV acceleration voltage.

Note that ions are neutralized upon collision with an atomic

surface.18 Additionally, the expected interaction volume in

crystalline silicon as obtained from TRIM simulations19 and

the depth profile of the nuclear stopping power per ion are

shown. Nitrogen atoms can form nitrides with the target

material after implantation.20,21 However, this does not

affect the ion trajectories while the kinetic energy of the

projectiles is significantly higher than the binding energy,

and the formed nitrides remain amorphous unless annealed.

The interaction between Si and N is, however, taken into

account by the various simulation methods used in this

work. In the first case [Fig. 1(a)], the breaking of the nitro-

gen molecule during ionization is considered. In that case,

the beam is modeled in TRIM as N with 25 keV. The second

discussed mechanism is depicted in Fig. 1(b), where the pos-

sibility of the molecule sustaining the ionization is shown. It

then splits as it interacts with the target. Thus, the two result-

ing nitrogen atoms share the total energy, and are modeled

as two atomic nitrogen with 12.5 keV. The variation of the

energy ratio is neglected as it will not have any noticeable

effect on the random process of ion–sample interactions.

This approximation has been used for treating molecular

nitrogen ions before.20 The interaction volume is consider-

ably shallower than the case depicted in Fig. 1(a), which is

also manifested in the nuclear stopping power profiles. We

also show the interaction volume for a beam energy of

16 keV for the second case, where the implantation depth is

further reduced. It should be noted that TRIM yields inde-

pendent results for each ion trajectory through an amorphous

target based on the quantum mechanical treatment of the

interatomic potential, and the dislocation and sputtering

caused by previous ions are not taken into account for the

next ion. Nevertheless, a good agreement between TRIM

and experimental data has been shown for a large number of

ions and targets,10 and techniques to evaluate the accumu-

lated damage have been proposed.11 By evaluating the indi-

vidual damage events from our TRIM simulations as

function of depth, we have found very similar characteristics

as the nuclear stopping power depth profiles in Fig. 1.

As can be understood from Fig. 1, depending on the ioni-

zation and interaction mechanism, the irradiated sample is

very differently affected and should be clearly distinguish-

able from each other in cross section samples. To date, how-

ever, this has not yet been reported. In this work, we show

experimental as well as molecular dynamics (MD) simula-

tion results which clarify that the nitrogen GFIS-FIB follows

the mechanism illustrated in Fig. 1(b), in agreement with

common treatment of nitrogen ion beams in the field of

nuclear science.20 Based on these findings, we present a

comparison of the nitrogen ion beam with other common ion

beams.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. N1
2 GFIS-FIB

The nitrogen beam was generated in the GFIS-FIB nano-

fabrication system developed by Hitachi High-Tech Science

Corporation, comprising the atomically sharp emission tip

that is cooled by a closed-cycle helium cryocooler.2,4,22

Here, the tip is positively biased against the accelerator elec-

trode with the acceleration voltage VACC. Another electrode

between the tip and the accelerator (the extractor) is first at

the same potential as the tip, and a high-purity source gas is

introduced close the emission tip at a partial pressure of

above 10�4 Pa. Then, the potential of the extractor is slowly

FIG. 1. (Color online) Possible ionization mechanisms of N2 gas ionized in a

GFIS (Refs. 16 and17) together with MC simulation results for 25 kV accel-

eration voltage: (a) The molecule splits during ionization and interacts with

the sample as an atomic ion with full energy and (b) the molecule stays

together during ionization but splits upon impact (modeled as N with 1/2

energy). The interaction volume and nuclear stopping power depth profiles

for the two cases show the different size of the expected damage region.

Additionally, the interaction volume for 16 kV acceleration voltage is shown

(modeled as N with 8 keV).
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decreased, forming an electric field between the tip and the

extractor. Due to the shape of the tip, the field strength is

largest at the tip apex. The fluctuating dipole moment of the

surrounding source gas molecule and the strong electric field

causes molecules that come close to the tip apex by diffusion

to be transported toward the tip and transfer an electron to

the tip via quantum tunneling.23 The resulting ion then expe-

riences an immediate acceleration toward the extractor and

accelerator, and enters the beam column with an energy cor-

responding to the accelerator voltage (typically 25 keV in

our system).

For milling and imaging, the beam can be positioned with

a resolution of 800� 800 pixels within the field of view

(FOV). The dwell time at each pixel can be controlled down

to 1 ls. A Faraday cup with a current meter is used to measure

the beam current. For positioning of the milling pattern, arbi-

trary shapes can be drawn in the 800� 800 area or preprog-

rammed pattern is recalled from a database. This can be done

while aligning to a previously acquired secondary electron

(SE) image or on a blank canvas. The latter mode of operation

was chosen here in order to avoid undesired exposure around

milled lines. In this work, the FOV was fixed at 10 lm, result-

ing in a distance between exposure points of 12.5 nm.

B. Sample preparation and observation

Single crystalline silicon was used for interaction study as

it is both very uniform, but also sensitive to crystal damage.

A critical number of defects changes the crystalline structure

into completely amorphous, allowing the visualization of the

implantation depth and shape.24 It has been successfully

used before for investigation of numerous ion species such

as helium,12 neon,6 and argon,24 among others.

Here, we use h100i crystalline silicon with the surface

thoroughly cleaned from SiO2 by hydrofluoric acid etching.

Next, alignment structures were patterned by electron-beam

lithography [Poly(methyl methacrylate)/methyl methacrylate

copolymer resist], electron evaporation of Cr/Au (6/100 nm),

and consecutive lift-off in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone. After

solvent-based cleaning, the sample was loaded into the GFIS

microfabrication system and kept inside the main chamber

during repeated ambient air evactron cleaning to ensure

removal of hydrocarbon from the sample potentially remain-

ing after the resist-based process.

For nitrogen ion beam implantation, a known position was

first located on the sample via SE imaging. Consecutively, the

sample was moved by a fixed offset to a location not previ-

ously exposed to the ion beam, and the line exposures were

carried out. Exposure of 1 px wide lines was performed for

acceleration voltages of 25 and 16 keV, respectively, and for

various dwell times, resulting in line doses between 0.24 and

9.5� 103 ions/nm. Next, the sample was transferred to an

electron beam evaporation system, and 100 nm of Ti was

deposited as protective capping layer for the consecutive Gaþ

FIB based TEM sample preparation.

Before FIB processing, an additional tungsten layer was

deposited onto the titanium surface by ion-beam induced

deposition, to avoid the specimen damage. TEM lamellae

were extracted perpendicular to the milled lines by Gaþ FIB

and placed on a TEM holder. The as-prepared specimens

were further thinned by low-energy ion beam milling to fit

for scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)

observation. STEM observations were carried out using a

spherical aberration equipped microscope ARM 200F (JEOL

Co.), operated at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. Images

were taken under the high angle annular dark field (HAADF)

or the annular bright field (ABF) mode.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. TEM images and subsurface damage

High resolution HAADF-STEM images taken at each mill-

ing site are given in Fig. 2. For the beam energy of 25 keV,

images were acquired for a total of four different doses, ranging

from 9.5 to 0.24� 103 ions/nm. The bright area at the top is the

electron beam deposited titanium layer. Below is the silicon

with the partially amorphized region. The typical bell shape of

the implantation is visible in Fig. 2(a). From the cross section,

the depth and width of the amorphized region can be extracted

to be 70 nm in depth and 96 nm in width. A weak dent is visible

FIG. 2. (Color online) High resolution HAADF-STEM micrographs of the Nþ2 bombarded area of bulk crystalline Si for 25 keV beam energy at doses of (a) 9.5

to (d) 0.24� 103 ions/nm, and (e) 16 keV at 0.8� 103 ions/nm. Note that the area dose in (e) is considerably lower as the beam was poorly focused during irra-

diation. An interface between amorphous and crystalline Si is found at �25 nm. Scale bar is the same for all images.
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at the point where the center of the ion beam was located and a

slight swelling is visible next to it. The dent is due to shrinkage

or sputtering, while the latter occurs due to the increased vol-

ume of slightly amorphized Si compared to the densely packed

crystal structure. The amorphized region is not symmetric,

which can be caused by astigmatism or a not perfectly focused

beam. Nevertheless, the extracted dimensions can be compared

to the MC simulation results in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). It is clear

that the predicted implantation depth of more than 100 nm for

the case of Nþ [Fig. 1(a)] cannot be put into agreement with

the experimental result. However, it matches the mechanism

illustrated in Fig. 1(b) where the nitrogen is ionized as mole-

cule, but breaks upon impact and interacts with the sample as

two nitrogen atoms with half the energy.

With decreasing dose, the depth of the amorphous–

crystalline transition zone becomes shallower as visible in

Figs. 2(a)–2(d). This trend is similar to the previously reported

results for Heþ (Ref. 12) and Gaþ ions.11 Furthermore, we

obtained a cross section TEM image for a beam energy of

16 keV [Fig. 2(e)] at a dose of 0.8� 103 ions/nm. However,

due to improper focus, the dose values cannot be directly com-

pared with the 25 keV results as it was distributed over a larger

area. Nevertheless, a clear decrease in implantation depth is

observed. The transition region is at a depth of �25 nm.

Another important aspect of using ion beams for proto-

typing is the subsurface damage created when used to mill

away materials above sensitive devices, such as integrated

circuits. In particular, helium ions have been shown to create

blisterlike defects deep below the surface,7 thus making

them unsuitable for some applications. Additionally, disrup-

tions to the crystal structure below the fully amorphized

region have to be considered. For this purpose, we observed

the transition region for the profile in Fig. 2(a) at higher

magnification, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The crystalline struc-

ture of the silicon at the bottom is visible, while a uniformly

amorphized area is seen at top. Additionally, slight

disruptions to the silicon crystal structure can be seen up to

�10 nm below the transition region, signified by the slight

darkening in the ABF-STEM image. By zooming in further

to the transition region [Fig. 3(b)], the dumbbell structure of

the h110i face of the Si is recognized and the sharp transition

between amorphous and crystalline Si of only a few nanome-

ter becomes obvious. These images show that the subsurface

damage by the Nþ2 ion beam is well confined to the fully

amorphized region with a sharp transition.

Finally, we address the purity of the generated nitrogen ion

beam. As has been shown by comparison of MC simulation

results and experimental profiles of the subsurface damage,

nitrogen gas ionized by a GFIS interacts with the silicon sam-

ple the same way a nitrogen atom with half the original energy

interacts. A mechanism was proposed in Fig. 1(b) that explains

this. Nevertheless, it is not guaranteed that all ionized ions are

of the same kind, and it is possible that a small fraction follows

a different mechanism. Therefore, we investigated the area

within a range of several hundreds of nanometers right and left

of the irradiated areas shown in Fig. 2, to see if there are any

additional areas of sample damage. However, we were not

able to identify any crystal disruptions, strongly suggesting

that, for the given configuration of ion source and column, no

other ions reach the sample surface. For confirmation, it would

be necessary to analyze the beam by a mass spectrometer, but

this is outside of the scope of this work.

B. Molecular dynamics simulation

The experimental results discussed so far show that the

nitrogen is ionized as molecule, and it is expected that the

nitrogen bond is broken upon interaction with the target. To

confirm this behavior and investigate the depth at which the

splitting occurs, MD ab initio simulations were performed

using OpenMX code which was implemented in the frame-

work of density functional theory.25,26 Such simulations had

been used previously to investigate the impact of accelerated

atoms onto a target.27,28 All calculations are performed by

using generalized gradient approximation Perdew-Burke-

Ernzerhof version of the exchange-correlation potential.29 In

the case of for N and Si atoms, two primitive orbitals for s and

p orbitals and one primitive orbital for d orbital are used. Two

primitive orbitals for each s and p orbitals are used H atoms in

these calculation. Here, a silicon slab consisting of 216 Si

atoms was used as target (shown in Fig. 4). The slab with

cubic shape has 1.63 nm extends in all directions. Hydrogen

termination is used at the top and bottom surface, and the cell

is periodically repeated in the xz plane (corresponding to the

h100i crystal plane). This relatively small slab was chosen as

an appropriate trade-off between computational cost and accu-

racy after evaluating larger structures, as well. The N2 (nitro-

gen distance d¼ d0¼ 0.11 nm) is initially positioned with a

sufficient distance above the middle of the cell, and given a

starting velocity in �y direction corresponding to different

beam energies. The nitrogen bond is positioned directly above

a Si atom. Note that it is not possible with current MD algo-

rithms to consider electric charge (i.e., ions); however, ignor-

ing such additional charge is acceptable as such charge is

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) High resolution ABF-STEM micrograph of the

transition region from crystalline to amorphous Si for the implantation

shown in Fig. 2(a). Although some amorphization is observed up to 10 nm

away from the amorphous region, the well defined transition is visible. (b)

Atomic resolution HAADF-STEM image of the area indicated by the rectan-

gle in (a), which shows the dumbbell structure of Si(110).
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neutralized on the surface by charge exchange.27,28,30 The sys-

tem is then run under a condition where the number of par-

ticles N, volume of the cell V, and total energy E are kept

constant. The initial velocities of the Si and H atoms in the

slab are set to 0 m/s, but are not restricted during simulation.

The timestep in our simulation is set at 0.5 fs.

In Fig. 5, the atomic structure is shown for corresponding

beam energies of 1 keV and 100 eV, respectively, at different

simulation times. As can be seen for 1 keV in Fig. 5(a), the

distance between the nitrogen atoms increases significantly

within less than 1 nm of the surface. The nitrogen atoms then

continue their path through the silicon independently. For

the case of 100 eV [see Fig. 5(b)], the nitrogen is separated

within the first two atomic layers. Furthermore, a stronger

disorder of the silicon crystal is found. This is understood as

a consequence of the lower velocity and thus the longer time

the atoms have to interact. At low beam energies, most of

the energy is deposited at the surface, while for larger ener-

gies it is distributed over a larger depth.

With these MD simulation results, we can confirm the

experimental findings reported so far: Ionization and sample

interaction of nitrogen gas from a GFIS follows the mecha-

nism illustrated in Fig. 1(b).

C. Comparison of N1
2 GFIS-FIB with other ion species

It is common practice to compare different ion species at

fixed energy to get a quick grasp of what kind of beam–sam-

ple interaction is to be expected.31 So far, however, Nþ2 has

not been included in such comparisons, partly due to the

uncertainty about the molecular configuration. However,

with the experimental and MD results presented so far, we

can now directly compare the nitrogen ion beam at 25 keV

with other common species as shown in the MC results in

Fig. 6. The nitrogen molecule splits upon impact with the

sample and proceeds as two atomic nitrogen with shared

total energy. Thus, in the comparison in Fig. 6, all the atomic

ion species (Gaþ, Arþ, Neþ, Beþ, Heþ, and Hþ) have an

FIG. 5. (Color online) Molecular dynamics simulation results for N2 impinging on silicon with total energy of (a) 1 keV and (b) 100 eV. The resulting crystal

structure is shown after impact and after different time steps. The nitrogen–nitrogen distance d is steadily increasing beyond the initial d0¼ 0.11 nm, indicating

that the bond is broken. In case of lower energy, a stronger disorder is found within few layers below the bombarded surface.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Atomic configuration of molecular dynamics simula-

tion model. The cell with 216 silicon atoms and hydrogen termination on

top and bottom is periodically repeated. The nitrogen molecule is positioned

with the bond above one silicon atom and is accelerated perpendicularly

toward the xz-plane (h100i crystal face).
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energy of 12.5 keV. This is also the case for the atomic nitro-

gen; however, such a beam can only be generated by an

acceleration voltage of 25 kV. Similarly, if this comparison

was to be done at the same total beam energy, the energy of

the nitrogen for the MC simulation has to be halved. Finally,

sputter yield values are listed in Fig. 6 for the different ion

species as obtained from TRIM. In contrast to the atomic

ions, where this value can be directly taken, it has to be mul-

tiplied by a factor of two for the case of nitrogen. Likely,

when discussing SE emission, this double number of projec-

tiles with half energy has to be considered.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, the ionization mechanism and behavior

upon sample impact has been experimentally investigated

for nitrogen gas ionized in a GFIS based nanofabrication

system. Based on cross-sectional STEM images of irradiated

silicon samples by 25 and 16 keV beams, it is shown that the

nitrogen molecule is ionized as such, but splits upon sample

impact. The resulting nitrogen atoms interact with the sam-

ple independently with half of the original beam energy.

Additionally, we perform MD simulations of a nitrogen mol-

ecule impinging onto the h100i surface of a silicon structure.

The results support the previous findings and shows that the

nitrogen splits within few atomic layers. High-resolution

STEM images of the transition region between amorphous

and crystalline silicon show a layer of �10 nm with weak

disruptions to the crystal lattice. Furthermore, the transition

from amorphous to crystalline has a very sharp depth profile

of a few nanometer.

These results clarify the nature of the Nþ2 ion beam gener-

ated by the GFIS and eliminate some previous uncertainties.

We explain what has to be considered when comparing the

nitrogen molecular ion beam with other atomic ion beams.

In particular, for Nþ2 , the interaction is the same as atomic

nitrogen with half of the beam energy. Additionally, the

sputter and SE yield should be doubled.

The results, in particular, the localized interaction vol-

ume, indicates that the Nþ2 beam is very pure, i.e., there are

no alternative molecular configurations reaching the sample

surface as has been reported for other ions. Analyzing the

ion beam with a mass spectrometer would help to confirm

this point.
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